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In this paper we analyse in depth the Lost Work in an irreversible process (i.e. 
)LostREVIRREV WWW −= . This quantity is also called ‘degraded energy’ or ‘Energy 
unavailable to do work’. Usually in textbooks one can find the relation ULost STW ∆≡ . 
Here we show that LostW  can be expressed in terms of internal and external Entropy 
production, intpi  and extpi , quantities which enable to write down in a simple way the 
Clausius inequality. We will show that  +≡
B
A
Endo
extext
B
A
sysLost TTW δpiδpi int , where sysT  is  the 
temperature of the system during the corresponding   quasi-static  process and extT  is the 
temperature of the external heat source during the related Endo-reversible process. 
Endo
extδpi  is the infinitesimal entropy production  in each infinitesimal step of such Endo-
reversible process. Examples are given for elementary processes. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Entropy production, a fascinating subject, has attracted many physics researches even in cosmological physics 
[1], moreover in the past ten years there has been renewed interest in thermodynamics of heat engines; many 
papers address issues of maximum power, maximum efficiency and minimum Entropy production both from 
practical and theoretical point of view [2-6]. 
One of the main points in this field is the analysis of Available Energy and of the Lost Work. Here we 
give a general relation between Lost Work and Entropy production merging together the pioneering papers of 
Sommerfeld (1964), Prigogine (1967), Leff (1975) and Marcella (1992), which contain many examples of 
such relation, and the substance-like approach to the Entropy of the Karlsruhe Physics Course due mainly to 
Job (1972), Falk, Hermann and Schmid (1983) and Fucks (1987). 
It is well known [7-13] that for some elementary irreversible process, like the irreversible isothermal 
expansion of an ideal gas in contact with an heat source T , the work performed by the gas in such process 
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irrevW  is related to the reversible work vWRe  (i.e. the work performed by the gas in the corresponding 
reversible process) by means of the relation  
                                                     (1) 
where US∆  is the total entropy change of the universe (system + environment). The degraded energy UST∆  is 
usually called LostW  ‘the Lost work’, i. e.: 
 
 
the work that could have been performed in the related reversible process (here the reversible expansion); it is 
also called ‘energy unavailable to do work’. 
By the energy balance, the same relation holds for the amount of  heats  extracted from the source T  
 
 
Therefore UST∆  is also called the ‘Lost heat LostQ ’, i.e. the additional heat that could have been drawn from 
the source in the related reversible process ‡[9]. 
The total variation of Entropy , US∆ , is usually called ‘Entropy production’. To be precise let us call it here 
Upi . The second Law claims that 
0≥Upi  
 
The relation between Entropy production and LostW (or LostQ ) is the main subject of this paper. Let us 
outline the steps that lead to the relation (1). 
For a process (A—>B) in which the system (for example, the ideal gas) absorbs a given amount of 
heat Q  from the heat source at temperature sT  and performs some work W , the entropy production of the 
Universe, i. e. the total variation of Entropy of  system+environment, is  
s
sysU T
QS −∆=pi                                                                                 (2) 
From the energy balance WQU sys −=∆  it follows 
WUSTT syssyssUs −∆−∆=pi                                                                        (3) 
                                                 
‡
 For an irreversible compression UST∆   is sometime called ExtraW  or ExtraQ [10] i.e. the excess of work performed on the 
system in the irreversible process with respect to the reversible one (or the excess of heat given to the source 
in the irreversible process). In a forthcoming paper we will show that ExtraW is related to the environment 
temperature and to the entropy productions 
Uvirrev STQQ ∆−= Re
Uvirrev STWW ∆−= Re
irrevvLost WWW −= Re
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If the process is reversible then 0=Upi   and syssyssv USTWW ∆−∆=≡ Re , which shows that the Reversible 
Work in a given process depends only on the endpoints and on the heat sources of the environment [9]. 
In general for an irreversible process, 0>Upi , i.e.  from relation (3), it follows  
virrev WW Re<                                                                                        (4) 
i.e. the Reversible Work is the maximum amount of work that can be performed in the given process, and  
UsirrevvLost TWWW pi=−= Re                                                                          (5) 
which defines the Lost Work and proves relation (1). 
There are however some irreversible processes for which relation (5) is not suitable to evaluate the 
Lost Work, for example the irreversible adiabatic processes, in which  there is some LostW , some Entropy 
production Upi , but no  external source sT . 
          In Sec. 3 we evaluate LostW  for some simple irreversible processes, refine relation (5) taking account of 
internal and external irreversibility and give a general procedure to evaluate the Lost Work. Such procedure 
follows from the analysis of Sec.2 where it has been shown that often  the total Entropy production is due to 
the entropy production of the sub-systems. When the subsystems are the system and the environment  their 
entropy productions has been called respectively  internal and external, i.e. extU pipipi += int   
       In Sec.2  we  analyse by means of  the substance-like approach the  entropy balance and the entropy 
productions  for  some  elementary  irreversible processes.  
 In the following  the heat quantities  Q ’s  are positive unless explicitly stated and the system is almost always 
the ideal gas. 
 
 
2.  Entropy production for irreversible processes 
In this Section are given some examples of Energy conservation and Entropy production for elementary 
processes. 
First we analyse the irreversible  isothermal expansion (A-->B) of  one mole of monatomic ideal gas 
which receives the heat irrevQ  from a source at temperature T . 
To be clear let us first analyse with the substance-like approach the Energy balance for this process.  
For the system (the ideal gas), we have outinsyst EEU −=∆ , where inE  is the energy which enters into the 
system ( i.e. irrevQ ), and outE  is the energy which flows out of the system (i.e. irrevW , the work performed by 
the gas); systU∆  is the gain of Internal Energy of the system. For the heat source the gain is 
irrevsourseHeat QU −=∆ −  
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Therefore for the Universe (system+environment) irrevsystemsourseHeatU WUUU =∆+∆=∆ − . Of course for the 
isolated system ideal-gas+heat source+air-around we have 0=∆ TotalU , since the Energy is conserved. All 
this is for the Energy balance. 
For the Entropy  things are different: the Entropy is conserved only for reversible processes, for 
example in the reversible isothermal expansion AB, for the ideal gas we have  
outinsyst SSS −=∆                                                                         (6) 
where 0=outS  since no entropy goes out of the system, the Entropy which comes into the system is 
A
Bv
In V
V
R
T
Q
S lnRe ==  , since 
A
B
B
A
B
A
vv V
V
RTPdVQQ  === lnReRe δ . vQRe  is the work performed by the system 
in the reversible isothermal expansion and is also the heat which flows from the heat source into the system.  
The intrinsic increase in Entropy§ for the system is 
A
B
B
A
sys V
V
R
T
QS ln ==∆
δ
 ;  R=8.314  J/mol. K°  is the 
universal constant for the gases. 
For the Heat Source (which is the external world) we have 
ext
out
ext
in
ext SSS −=∆                                                                      (7) 
 
where 
T
Q
S vext Re
−
=∆ ,   0=extinS and T
Q
S vextout
Re
=  . 
For the Universe,  ideal gas+heat-source, Uout
U
in
ext
systU SSSSS −==∆+∆=∆ 0  where 0==
U
out
U
in SS  
since there is no Entropy flowing through the composite system, i.e. the composite system is thermally 
isolated, it  behaves like an isolated system. Of course for the total system ideal-gas+heat source+air-around, 
which is totally isolated we have 0=∆ TotalS . In this example (a reversible process) the Entropy is conserved. 
Let us turn to the irreversibility and take a look at the irreversible isothermal expansion at temperature T of 
one mole of monatomic ideal gas from the state A to the state B (let, for example, BA PP 4= ). This can be done 
by means of thermal contact with a source at temperature T or at temperature greater than T . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
§
 sysS∆ is usually called (internal) “Entropy creation” [15] 
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I)   Thermal contact with a source at temperature T  
   
                                        
 
  
By means of the Energy Balance we can see that the heat which lives the source and goes into the system is  
irrevirrev WQ =                                                                            (9) 
The intrinsic increase of the Entropy in the ideal gas is the same as for the reversible process i.e.  
4lnlnRe R
V
V
R
T
QS
A
B
B
A
v
sys ===∆ 
δ
 
We can verify that now relation (6) is not fulfilled, in fact 0=outS , since no Entropy goes out from  the 
system 
R
T
Q
S irrevIn 4
3
== , so outinsyst SSS −≠∆ . 
To restore the balance we must add to the right-hand side a quantity intpi , the Entropy production
**
 due to the 
internal irreversibility 
intpi+−=∆ outinsyst SSS                                                                   (10) 
We see that intpi  is RR 4
34lnint −=pi . 
On the contrary for the heat source the relation (6) is fulfilled  
ext
out
ext
in
ext SSS −=∆      
in fact 
T
Q
S irrevext
−
=∆ , 0=extinS  and T
Q
S irrevextout = . 
There is no external irreversibility, there is no external Entropy production, in the general relation 
ext
ext
out
ext
in
ext SSS pi+−=∆                                                                     (11) 
 
                                                 
**
 This definition of Entropy production is different from the “ Entropy creation”  , they coincide only for adiabatic processes. 
 
B
ext PP ≡
AP
T
m
The ideal gas, in contact with the source T , is at pressure 
ext
BA PPP 44 == by means of some mass m on the mass-less piston. Let 
AV be its volume. The mass is removed from the piston and the ideal gas 
performs  an isothermal irreversible expansion and reaches the 
volume BV  at pressure 
ext
B PP = . In the expansion  the gas has 
performed the work                                                                             
RTVVPW ABBirrev 4
3)( =−=
                                 (8) 
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here we have 0=extpi . It is well known indeed that the isothermal exchanges of heat between heat reservoirs 
are reversible. 
For the Universe (ideal gas+heat source ) we have 
UU
U
out
U
in
ext
systU SSSSS pipi =+−=∆+∆=∆                                                 (12) 
because 0== Uout
U
in SS  
and here 
intint pipipipi =+= extU                                                                 (13) 
since 0=extpi . 
The only source of Entropy is the internal irreversibility.  
The entropic balance (10) is reported in Fig. 1, where the circle is the system (i.e. the ideal gas) 
 
 
Figure 1. The entropic balance for the ideal gas. 
 
The entropic balance for the heat source (11) is reported in Fig. 2, where the square is the heat source T 
 
                                                                              
ext
outS  
 
 
 
0)( =+↓∆= extoutextext SSpi  
 
Figure 2. The entropic balance for the heat source T  
 
Insyst SS −↑∆= )(intpi
SIn 
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II)   Thermal contact with an heat source at TText >  for instance TText 3
4
= . 
The gas ,which is in the state ( ),, TVP AA is brought in thermal  contact with the heat source extT  and the mass  
on the piston is removed. The thermal contact with the source is now shorter than before in order  to not  
increase the temperature of the gas. Now systvirrevirrev SandWWQ ∆intRe ,,, pi  are the same as before, but  
ext
irrevext
T
Q
S −=∆ , therefore 
ext
irrev
ext
ext
irrev
A
Bext
systU T
Q
R
T
Q
V
V
RSS pipipipi +−=+=−=∆+∆= 4lnln int                         (14) 
which implies that extpi  is different from zero, it is   
ηpi
T
Q
T
T
T
Q
T
Q
T
Q irrev
ext
irrev
ext
irrevirrevext
=−=−= )1(                                       (15) 
where   η  is the performance of a reversible engine working between extT  and  extTT ≤  
This result is general whenever we have some heat which flows from a hotter to a colder source. Here 
RRext
16
3
4
1
4
3
=⋅=pi  
Let us give three more examples of Entropy productions in irreversible processes 
III)  For the irreversible process in which the heat Q  flows from the source 1T  to the colder source  
2T  we  can easily verify that 
12 T
Q
T
Q
SUU −=∆=pi  and that  
ηpi
21
1
2
)1(
T
Q
T
T
T
Q
U =−=                                                                    (16) 
Where η  is the performance of a  reversible engine working between  the heat sources 12 TT ≤  
 
As pointed out by S.K. Das [11] it is interesting to consider   the case of two heat sources  with finite  
capacityC .  In the irreversible process the heat can flow until the temperature 
)(
2
1
120 TTT +=  
is reached. The total heat which flows is )( 01 TTCQ −= . In the related reversible process however the final  
temperature is 210 TTT = ; in Appendix B we find the Entropy production  and  the Lost Work for this  
process. 
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IV)   Irreversible adiabatic expansion 
 
 
 
 
Moreover 0== outin SS , therefore  
sysinU S∆== pipi                                                                       (17) 
where there is no external irreversibility.  
To evaluate the intrinsic increase of  the Entropy in the ideal gas(the internal “creation of entropy”), we  must 
follow one of the many  reversible paths fram A to B. Here we take the reversible isotherm (AC) + the 
reversible isochoric (CB). Since by First Law  dTCPdVQ V+=δ , it follows 
 
B
C
V
A
B
B
C
V
C
A
B
A
v
sys T
TC
V
V
R
T
dTC
T
PdV
T
QS lnlnRe +=+==∆ 
δ
 
 
V)   Finally let us consider the irreversible isobaric expansion at pressure AP  of one mole of monatomic ideal 
gas from the state A to the state B for which, for example, AB TT 2= . 
 
 
   
                                        
 
B
ext PP ≡
AP
m
AP
BT
The ideal gas, initially at temperature AT   is brought  in thermal contact with 
the source AB TT 2= , then an irreversible isobaric expansion at pressure 
ext
BA PPP ==  takes place and the ideal gas reaches the final state B. Let 
AV be the initial volume and BV  the final volume. In the expansion the gas 
has performed the work (= )outE  
)()( ABABAirrev TTRVVPW −=−=                                   (18) 
and has extracted from the source BT  the heat(= )inE     )( ABpirre TTCQ −= . 
From the energy balance we understand that there has been an increase of 
internal energy )( ABVoutinBA TTCEEU −=−=∆ −  
BA
ext PPP ==
The vessel is thermally isolated. The ideal gas, is maintained at pressure 
ext
BA PPP 44 == by means of some mass m on the mass-less piston. Let 
AV be its volume and R
VP
T AAA =  the initial temperature. The mass is 
removed from the piston and the ideal gas performs  an adiabatic 
irreversible expansion and reaches the volume BV  at pressure 
ext
B PP = . 
Since no heat has gone into the system, the work performed by the gas in 
the expansion is     )( ABVsysirrev TTCUW −−=∆−=       
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where PC  and VC  are the molar specific heats respectively at constant pressure and at constant volume. 
For this process  
B
irrev
A
B
P
ext
systU T
Q
T
TCSS −=∆+∆= lnpi                                                        (19) 
As in the previous cases we want to find intpi  and extpi i.e. the Entropy production due to the internal 
irreversibility and that due to the external irreversibility. 
The path we follow is to analyse the related externally reversible process (Eso-reversible process); for 
this we evaluate the Entropy production, which is therefore due only to the internal irreversibility. This will be 
intpi . From this we can have extpi (the Entropy production due to the external irreversibility) by subtracting 
intpi from Upi  i.e.  
intpipipi −= Uext                                                                               (20) 
Remark that   this procedure allows  to evaluate intpi  and extpi  also  for the previous process ( II) , in fact  to 
perform the Eso-reversible process in which the gas at temperature T  receives the heat irrevQ , we need an 
auxiliary heat source at T , from which the gas takes  irrevQ , and an auxiliary reversible heat engine which 
takes the heat EsoQ  from extT  and gives to the source at T  the heat irrevQ .  In such Eso-reversible process 
   
T
Q
T
Q irrevvEso
U −==
Re
intpipi  and irrevext
Eso Q
T
TQ =  ; from relation (20) we could have 
ext
irrevirrev
ext T
Q
T
Q
−=pi , 
which is relation (15). 
Here, for the isobaric , to perform the Eso-reversible process we need a sequence of heat sources ranging  
from AT  to BT , from which the gas takes, at each infinitesimal step, the heat Qδ  to perform the irreversible 
isobaric expansion, and an auxiliary  reversible heat engine which takes from the source  BT  the heat 
Q
T
TQ BEso δδ =  and give to the source T  of the sequence, the heat dTCQ P=δ . Such an engine at each step 
performs  the work )1(Re
B
Eso
v T
TQW −= δδ . Obviously 
A
B
PB
B
A
BP
B
A
EsoEso
T
TCT
T
dTTCQQ ln=== δ  
In this Externally reversible process (Eso-reversible) the Entropy production due to the Internal irreversibility 
intδpi at each step is due to  the infinitesimal variation of Entropy of the gas    (i.e. T
dTCdS P
Eso
syst = ) and to the  
infinitesimal variation of Entropy of that heat source of the sequence which is active in the step ( i.e. 
T
dTCdS P
Eso
ext −= )  hence 
 
0int =−=+= T
dTC
T
dTCdSdS PP
Eso
ext
Eso
systδpi   
. 
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We find therefore that 0int =pi , there is no internal Entropy production in this Eso-reversible process; 
therefore  
B
irrev
A
B
PUext T
Q
T
TC −== lnpipi                                                            (21) 
The total entropy production is only due to the external irreversibility, therefore the Eso-reversible process is 
also Totally-reversible. If we call MaxQ  the Maximum quantity of heat that the external source gives in the 
totally-reversible process, here we have that MaxEso QQ = . Of course MaxEsoirrev QQQ ≤≤  and 
Max
Endoirrev QQQ ≤≤ ; we understand that the processes for which MaxEndo QQ =  are the Endo-reversible 
processes, which are also Totally –reversible, i.e. the Endo-reversible processes for which 0=extpi . 
To conclude this Section we remark that the global Entropy change is related the local Entropy 
productions by means of the following relation: 
 
 
The second law of the thermodynamics claims that the global Entropy production is greater or equal zero 
0≥∆ US ,i.e. 0≥Upi  but from all these examples we see that also 0int ≥pi  and 0≥extpi , this suggests that in 
each subsystem the Entropy cannot be destroyed. On the other hand, from the substance-like approach of 
Karlsruhe, i.e. from the local Entropy balance, (that we can write for each subsystem) this condition is 
completely natural†† [7],[12].The proof that for each subsystem 0≥pi  has been given in Sommerfeld (1964) 
[7]. 
Moreover as a consequence of this formulation of the Second law of the Thermodynamics we have the 
following formulation of Clausius inequality: if the system makes a whatsoever cycle, relation (10) implies: 
 
00 int ≤+== 
systsyst
syst T
Q
T
QdS δpiδ                                                    (22) 
where 0>Qδ , i.e. it is positive, when it comes into the system and systT  is the system’s temperature in each 
step of the cycle. This formulation of the Clausius inequality seems more simple and elegant than the 
traditional one.  
Similarly for the environment, when it makes a whatsoever cycle, from relation (11), we have 
                                                 
††
    This local formulation of the second law was also  given by   Prigogine [7]. In a recent  paper [14] it has been pointed out that 
those irreversible processes for which some local entropy production pi   is negative  (if any) are  more efficient  than the 
corresponding reversible processes. Here  we will find always 0≥pi . 
 
ext
ext
sysUU SSS pipipi +=∆+∆=∆≡ int
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00 ≤+== 
ext
ext
ext
ext
T
Q
T
QdS δpiδ ‡‡                                                      (23) 
 
3-Lost Work : examples and general expression 
In this section we evaluate the Lost Work for each of the processes of the Sec.2. For each process we can 
easily evaluate the work available in the related totally- Reversible process, from this we subtract the effective 
work performed in the irreversible process and this difference gives the Lost Work. This enables to check how 
suitable relation (5) is to give the Lost Work  in terms of the Entropy production. As already pointed out, for 
adiabatic processes we need a relation more general than relation (5). In this section such general link between 
Entropy production and Lost Work is finally given.  
 
I)   For the irreversible isotherm expansion at temperatureT , as  has been already shown, the Lost Work is 
given by  
RTRTWWW irrevvLost 4
34lnRe −=−=  
or  
RTRTQQQ irrevvLost 4
34lnRe −=−=  
   On the other hand relation (5) gives the same result. 
)
4
34ln(int RRTTTW ULost −=== pipi  
II)  For  the irreversible isotherm expansion  at temperature  T , by means of a source at  TText ≥ , the Total 
Reversible Work is the Reversible work of the gas + the work of an auxiliary reversible engine working 
between extT  and T .  For the gas   4ln)( ReRe RTQgasW vv ==   
The auxiliary reversible engine, which brings the heat  vQ Re  to the system (the ideal gas at temperature 
T ) and  takes from the heat source extT  the heat T
TQ extvRe   does the Work 
)1()( ReRe
ext
ext
vv T
T
T
TQengineW −=  
Therefore the total reversible work is 
Maxext
v
ext
ext
vvvvTotalv QT
TQ
T
T
T
TQQengineWgasWW ==−+=+= ReReReReReRe )1()()(                 (24) 
                                                 
‡‡
 A similar remark is due to Marcella[9] 
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On the other hand the Work performed by the gas in the irreversible expansion is RTQW irrevirrev 4
3
== , 
therefore 
 irrev
Max
irrevvTotalLost QQWWW −=−= Re                                                       (25a) 
The same result we have from the relation (5) 
irrev
Max
ext
irrevv
extUextLost QQT
Q
T
Q
TTW −=−== )( Repi .                               (25b) 
We can also compute the Lost Work due respectively to the internal and external irreversibility 
)()()( Reint
ext
irrevirrev
exr
irrevv
extextextUextLost T
Q
T
Q
T
T
Q
T
Q
TTTW −+−=+== pipipi                           (26) 
 Let us call UpperQ  the quantity 
T
TQ extirrev  i.e. T
TQQ extirrevUpper = . The second term, the Lost Work due 
to the External irreversibility is the work of a reversible engine which takes from extT  the heat 
UpperQ  and 
gives to the system the heat irrevQ  
irrev
UpperUpper
ext
Upper
extextLost QQQT
TQTextW −==−== ηpi )1()(                            (27) 
The first term, i.e. the lost Work due to the internal irreversibility, is  
UpperMax
extLost QQTW −== int(int) pi                                                      (28) 
It says that the internal irreversibility is a constraint which forbids the extraction of  the maximum available 
heat, i.e. MaxQ  
 On the other hand, from the physical point of view we understand that  
1) RTRTQQW irrevvLost 4
34ln(int) Re −=−=  
2) vMaxLost QQextW Re)( −=  
Therefore there are also physical reasons to write down a more intuitive and general expression of the Lost 
Work in terms of the internal and external Entropy production. 
      Let us outline the way to find it. Looking at the System at temperature sysT , in the process some heat Q  
comes in and some work W  comes out, therefore from relation (10) and the First Law 
intpi+=∆
sys
syst T
QS  
WUSQST syssyssyssys −∆−∆=−∆=intpi  
 
W
Qirrev 
sysT  
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If the process is Endo-reversible we have 
Endo
vsyssys WUS Re0 −∆−∆=  
Therefore 
irrevv
Endo
vsys QQWWT −=−= ReReintpi                                                        (29) 
 
i.e. (int)int Lostsys WT =pi it is the lost work due to the internal irreversibility, i.e. the lost work with respect to the 
Endo-reversible process. 
It remains to evaluate the  external Lost Work  with respect to the Endo-reversible process. In the 
Endo-reversible process, from relation (11) 
ext
vv
ext
vEndo
ext T
Q
T
QS
T
Q ReReRe
−=∆+=pi  
)1(ReReReRe
ext
v
extv
Max
v
v
ext
Endo
extext T
T
T
Q
TQQQ
T
Q
TT −=−=−=pi                                     (30) 
As expected! Relations (29) and (30) are more intuitive than the relations (27) and (28) 
Therefore, in general  
Endo
extextsysLost TTW pipi += int                                                                        (31a) 
or if the system has variable temperature (See Appendix A) 
Endo
extextsys
B
A
Lost TTW piδpi +=  int                                                               (31b) 
Or for both temperatures variable, and for  extT  ranging between CT and DT  (Seee Appendix A) 
Endo
extext
D
C
sys
B
A
Lost TTW δpiδpi  += int                                                                 (31c) 
III) For the irreversible process in which the heat Q  flows spontaneously from the source 1T  to the colder  
source 2T  there is no irreversible work   ( 0=irrevW ). The only reversible work is the work made by the  
auxiliary reversible engine, which carries to 2T  the heatQ ,   and takes from the heat source 1T  the heat  
2
1
T
TQQ Max =  therefore   we have  
 
QQQ
T
TQ
T
T
T
TQengineWW MaxvTotalv −=−=−==
2
1
1
2
2
1
ReRe )1()(  
Therefore 
 
vTotalLost WW Re=
 14 
 
On the other hand, we have the same result from the relation (5) 
QQ
T
T
T
QTTW MaxULost −=−== )1(
1
2
2
11pi                                                   (32) 
Remark that unfortunately in the text-books, for such process we find   
)1()1(
1
2
1
2
2
22 T
TQ
T
T
T
QTTW ULost −=−== pi   .                                             (33) 
that is the reversible work of an engine which takes Q  from 1T  and brings to 2T the heat 
1
2
T
TQQdown =  
Also using  relation (31 a) for this process we have (let the system be the heat source 1T ) 
 
 
QQ
T
Q
T
QTTW MaxEndoextxextLost −=−== )(
12
1pi  . 
The analysis of the Lost Work  when 1T  and 2T   have finite heat capacity C  is reported in Appendix B 
 
IV) For the Irreversible adiabatic expansion (AB) of the ideal gas, there is no external irreversibility, no 
irrevQ and no external heat source.  The irreversible Work , can be easily computed by means of  the Energy 
balance  )()( BAVABVsysirrev TTCTTCUW −=−−=∆−= . Moreover remember that  
B
C
V
A
B
B
C
V
C
A
B
A
v
sysU T
TC
V
V
R
T
dTC
T
PdV
T
QS lnlnReint +=+==∆== 
δ
pipi      
 
 and observe that, since there is no thermal interaction with external world,  we cannot  compute LostW  by 
means of relation (5), and that the related reversible process from A to B can be made in many different way, 
 For each one of this, here we evaluate the Reversible Work and then   the Lost Work. 
 
a) We can go from A to B by means  of the  reversible isotherm (AC) + the  reversible isochoric  
(CB) ; since there is no work in the isochoric    
A
C
C
A
B
A
v V
V
RTPdVPdVaW  === ln)(Re  
  
The Lost Work is therefore, since CB VV =  
 
)(ln)( Re ABV
A
B
irrevvTotalLost TTCV
V
RTWWaW −+=−=                                      (34) 
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Since   from the Energy balance (the First Law) dTCPdVQ V+=δ , in the infinitesimal step( See AppendixA) 
sys
V
syssys T
dTC
T
PdV
T
QdS +=== δδpi int                                                             (35) 
From (31b) we have  
)(lnint ABV
A
B
sys
B
A
Lost TTCV
V
RTTW −+==  δpi                                                      (36) 
 
b) We can go from A to B by means of the reversible adiabatic (AD) + the reversible isochoric (DB)      
The reversible work is the work made in reversible adiabatic (AD) in which .ConstPV =γ  ,   
V
P
C
C
=γ
 
i.e. 
)(.)(Re DAV
D
A
D
A
v TTCdVVConstPdVbW −===  
−γ
 
Therefore 
)()()()()( Re DBVABVDAVirrevvLost TTCTTCTTCWbWbW −=−+−=−=  
To find this by means of relation (31b) we use relation (35) 
)()(int bdSb sys=δpi  
And since 0)( =bdS sys  in the adiabatic A—>D and T
dTCbdS Vsys =)(  in isochoric we have from  (31b) 
)()()( int DBV
B
D
Vsys
B
A
Lost TTCdTCbTbW −===  δpi  
 
c) We can go from A to B by means of the reversible isobaric (AE) and   the reversible isochoric 
(EB) .   The total reversible work is the work made in the reversible isobaric (AE).  In the isobaric  
APVP =)(  , therefore    
 
)()(Re AEA
E
A
E
A
Av VVPdVPPdVcW −===    
 
Therefore 
)()()()( Re ABVAEAirrevvLost TTCVVPWcWcW −+−=−=  
To find this by means of relation (31b), recall again that 
)()(int cdSc sys=δpi  
And since 
T
dTCcdS Psys =)(  in the isobaric AE and T
dTCbdS Vsys =)(  in isochoric EB  
from (31b) we have 
)()(
)()()()( int
ABVAE
EBVAEP
B
E
VP
E
A
sys
B
A
Lost
TTCTTR
TTCTTCdTCdTCcTcW
−+−=
=−+−=+==  δpi
 
The paths a), b) and c) are only three of the possible reversible paths from A to B 
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V) For the  irreversible isobaric expansion  at pressure AP  of  one  mole of monatomic ideal gas from   the  
state  A to  the state B   for which, for example, AB TT 2=  , the irreversible work is  
)()( ABABAirrev TTRVVPW −=−= and  
B
irrev
A
B
PUext T
Q
T
TC −== lnpipi . 
The total Reversible work is the reversible work made by the gas (which is identical to the irreversible work) 
and the work made by  the auxiliary  reversible engine working between BT   and the variable temperature T  
of the sequence of sources which we use to make the  reversible isobaric expansion. 
Max
P
BEso
B
Eso
B
A
ABBvvTotalv
QdTC
T
TQwhere
T
TQVVPengineWgasWW
δδ
δ
==
−+−=+=  )1()()()( ReReRe
 
Therefore  
 
)(lnRe ABP
A
B
BPirrevvTotalLost TTCT
T
TCWWW −−=−=  
On the other hand by relation (5) 
)(ln ABP
A
B
BPextBUBLost TTCT
T
TCTTW −−=== pipi  
It easy to verify that   we can compute LostW  with relation (31 b) 
 
 =+=
B
A
Endo
extB
Endo
extextsys
B
A
Lost TTTW δpipiδpi int  
In fact from relation (11) at each infinitesimal step of the Endo-reversible process. Since dTCQ P≡δ  and 
sysT  ranges between AT  and BT  
                     )1(
B
P
B
PP
extsys
Endo
ext T
T
T
dTC
T
dTC
T
dTC
T
Q
T
Q
−=−=−=
δδδpi   
It follows 
)(ln)1( ABP
A
B
PB
B
P
B
A
B
B
A
Endo
extBLost TTCT
TCT
T
T
T
dTC
TTW −−=−== δpi  
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4- Conclusion  
By means of  the  substance-like approach we have shown that the entropy production pi and entropy creation 
S∆  , are different concepts. They coincide only for adiabatic processes or when the whole Universe (system+ 
environment) is investigated. The Second Law is a constraint on the total entropy creation, i.e. there are many 
processes in which one subsystem has negative entropy creation S∆ , instead the  entropy production, for each 
subsystem, is always 0≥pi . We have shown that the  relation  extU pipipi += int  is suitable to give in a short 
way the Clausius inequality and mainly to give an expression of the Lost Work in terms of  the  entropy 
production.  We believe that the relation  extU pipipi += int  will be also useful to make an analysis of the Extra 
Work ( ExtraW )i.e. the excess of work that  is performed  on the system in some irreversible process. The excess 
will be evaluated   with respect to work performed in  the reversible one. That analysis is in progress. 
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APPENDIX  A 
Here we prove relations (31b) and (31c)  
When sysT and extT are variable, we must consider infinitesimal steps, i.e. the related quasi-static process.   
Looking at the System at temperature sysT , in the infinitesimal process some heat Qδ  comes in the system and  
some work  Wδ   leaves it, therefore from relation (10) and the First Law 
..
int
sq
sys
syst T
QdS δpiδ +=  
Where ..int
sqδpi  is the infinitesimal entropy production in the related quasi-static irreversible process. 
WdUdSTQdSTT syssyssyssyssyssqsys δδδpi −−=−=..int  
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Fig. 4 Some heat comes in the system and some work 
  leaves  the system in the infinitesimal step. 
 
 
 
If the infinitesimal process is Endo-Reversible (  0..int =sqδpi  ) we have 
   
Endo
vsyssyssys WdUdST Re0 δ−−=   
Therefore 
Wδ
Qδ
 
sysT  
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irrevv
Endo
v
sq
sys QQWWT δδδδδpi −=−= ReRe..int                                                (A1) 
i.e. (int)..int Lostsqsys WT δδpi =  is the infinitesimal Lost work due to the Internal irreversibility, i. e. the 
infinitesimal Lost work with respect to the Endo-reversible process. 
Therefore  
WWTW
B
A
Endo
v
B
A
sq
sys
B
A
Lost δδδpi  −== Re
..
int(int)  
 Remark that  for the adiabatic process, many Endo-reversible paths are possible;  therefore for each Endo-
reversible path connecting A and B, we evaluate the Lost Work for the related  quasi-static process. Moreover 
in that case  sys
sq dS=..intδpi  
Finally we   evaluate  for each infinitesimal step the  External Lost Work  with respect to the Endo-reversible 
process. In each step the Endo-reversible process 
 
ext
v
sys
v
ext
sys
vEndo
ext T
Q
T
QdS
T
Q ReReRe δδδδpi −=−=  
ηδδδδδδδpi
sys
v
ext
ext
sys
sys
v
extv
Max
v
sys
v
ext
Endo
extext T
Q
T
T
T
T
Q
TQQQ
T
Q
TT ReReReRe
Re )1( =−=−=−=                    (A2) 
Where η is the  performance of the heat engine that works  between extT  and sysT . Therefore   
Endo
extextLost TextW pi=)(                                                                (A3a) 
   Or for  extT   ranging between CT and DT    
Endo
extext
D
C
Lost TextW δpi=)(                                                               (A3b) 
    In conclusion for both temperatures variable  
Endo
extext
D
C
sq
sys
B
A
Lost TTW δpiδpi  +=
..
int                                                                    (A4) 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
Lost Work and Entropy production in the thermal contact of two heat sources with finite heat  
capacity  
   
Let 1T  and 2T  be two heat sources with finite  heat capacity  C,  for example two identical  objects, 
respectively at temperature  1T  and 2T . 
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In order to transfer in a reversible way some heat from 1T  to 2T , we need an auxiliary reversible engine which 
can work  until both  bodies reach the same temperature 0T . 
 In such a process 1T  has given to the engine the total heat  )( 011 TTCQ −= , and 2T has received from the 
engine the heat )( 102 TTCQ −= , therefore the Reversible work performed by the engine is  
)2( 02121Re TTTCQQW v −+=−=                                                     (B1) 
Since no work has been performed in the corresponding  irreversible process, we have vLost WW Re= .  
In order to   find  0T  we must remind that at in each infinitesimal step during the reversible process the 
following relation is satisfied 
Y
Q
X
Q 21 δδ
=                                                                        (B2) 
Where X  is the decreasing temperature of the source 1T , which at the end takes the value 0T , and Y  is the 
increasing temperature of 2T . Moreover since dXCQ =1δ  and CdYQ =2δ , from relation (B2)   0T  is such 
that 
 =
0
2
2
1
T
T
T
T Y
CdY
X
dXC
                                                                        (B3) 
And since dXdX −=  by integration we have  
21
0 lnln
T
TC
T
TC o=−                                                                          (B4)  
From which it follows that  210 TTT =     . 
The entropy production in this reversible process is, of course, zero. In the corresponding  irreversible 
process, in which, at each step, some heat Qδ   goes from 1T  to 2T , we have 
 
X
Q
Y
Q
U
δδδpi −=                                                                             (B5) 
 
In order to evaluate the total Entropy production, let us introduce an auxiliary source 0T   which, at  
each step, receives the amount of  heat Qδ  from the source at temperature X  and gives it to the source at  
temperature Y ; relation (B5) becomes  
 
12
00
)()( δpiδpiδδδδδpi +=−+−=
X
Q
T
Q
T
Q
Y
Q
U                                            (B6)  
Where 
( )X
T
Q
X
T
T
Q
andY
Y
Q
T
Y
Y
Q ηδδδpiηδδδpi
0
0
0
1
0
2 )1()()1( =−==−=  
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Here )(Yη is the performance of a reversible engine that works  between 0T  and Y  and )(Xη   the 
performance of the engine  that works  between X  and 0T , therefore   at each infinitesimal step 
102 δpiδpiδ TYWLost +=                                                                         (B7) 
LostW  can be computed by means of (B7) and (31c), but we can find it also from  the total Entropy production. 
Upi . From relation (B5), using the relation  CdYCdXQ =−=δ   and relation (B4) (which defines 0T ), we 
have 
 
)2(
)()(
)1()1(
021
0
0
1
10
0
20
0
0
2
0
0
0
10
0
2
TTT
T
C
X
CdXTT
T
CTT
T
C
Y
CdY
X
T
T
Q
T
Y
Y
Q
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
U
−+=
=+−−−−=
=−+−=


δδ
pi
                                          (B8) 
 
On the right hand side we have the total Reversible Work, i.e. the Lost Work in this process, therefore   
                      LostU WT =pi0                                                                                 (B9) 
Relation (B9) and also  Relations (31) confirm  the Marcella (1992) assertion that the degradation of energy is 
always, in some way, proportional to the Entropy production; in our case  the proportionality constant is   0T . 
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